Sleep,Tiny Dreamer
By: Shanita Allen

About “Sleep, Tiny Dreamer”
This bedtime story is the first book in the Let’s Go Dreaming
series and poses the question "where will your little one go in their
dreams?" and encourages them to think of all the endless
possibilities. Matching coloring book available.

Reviews
”Sweet Bedtime Story! What a sweet story to read to little ones. I

love how it explores the endless places your imagination can take you!
Makes you realize anything is possible when you dream...LOVED IT!“
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- Jennifer R. Robinson, Verified Amazon Purchaser
”Fun and Adorable Bedtime Story- A beautiful bedtime story with

the most adorable little dreamer ever. This tiny dreamer brought a
smile to my face as I read, it would give your child’s imagination new
heights as they sore on the sleepy wavelengths. This book would keep
your child entertained and send them on a journey filled with
surprises. A cute and adorable little read with lovely illustrations,”

- Cherry A. London

“Adorable! This book is so sweet, and the pictures go perfectly
with the whimsical, lyrical text. What a lovely book to read to
your kids at night, with inspiration for beautiful dreams.”

- Jana Miller
“Fun Flight of Fantasy! Great book to tuck your kids in with.
Beautiful illustrations that tickle your imagination and a good
message to help little ones fall asleep.“

-J

About Shanita Allen

Shanita is a Board Certified Behavior
Analyst and has been serving individuals
with developmental disabilities throughout
the Central Florida and Tampa Bay area
since 2003. In 2018, Shanita was inspired
to pursue her childhood dream of
becoming a published author, so she
created the “Let’s Go Dreaming”
children's book series. She published her
first book, “Sleep, Tiny Dreamer” in 2019.
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